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1. Introduction

The presence of bluefin tuna in the North Sea was known ~lready

during the last decades of the last century. Bluefin' tuna
landings from the Central North Sea were recorded then in the
beginning of this century:from French.fishermen as early.as.
1907and later on from Swedishfishermen and others (9). But
the fishery on bluefin tunawas usually a side fishery in
connection w~th herring fisher! or a game fish~ry until the
2nd world war. A systematic bluefin tuna fi~hery dev~loped only
after ~he 2nd worl~ war with purseines'on the N~rwegian coast,
with hook and line in Denmark, Sweden and the. FederalRepublic
of Germany. During the years from 1951-1962 the bluefin .tuna
fishery in the North Sea yielded catches between 2600 and
10 600 tons (Tables 1-2). With the exception of 1965, when
again 2 500,tons bluefin tuna were landed from the North Sea
on the Norwegian coast, the 'fishery sharply declined after
1962. Denmark and the Federal Republic of Germany had to cease
their full time bluefin tuna fishery due to unvailability of
bluefin tuna' in the Central·North Sea. Swedendiscontinued
her fishery already in 1956 for economic reasons.
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Table 1: Bluefin tuna catches in leES statistical areas II a,
III a, IV a, IV b during 1951-1972 in 1 000 tons
(according to Bluefin Tuna Working Group Reports)

t

•

II a IV a IV b t III a I Total
Year . in in 1n in

1000 ti~ of total 1000 t.% of total 1000 t~~ of total 1000
1951 2.6 38.2 . 2.6 ! . 38.2 1 .6 I 23.6 6.8
1952 3.5 .24.8 8.0 56.8 2.6 18.4 14.1
1953 1.8 20.0 6.1 67.8 1 • 1 12.2 9.0
1954 6.0 54.0 3.5 31.5 . 1.6 14.4 11.1
1955 3.2 25.1 7.2 56.7 2.3 18.1 12.7
1956 1 .3 25.4 2.8 55.0 1.0 19.6 5.1.
1957 1.3 18.8 3.7 54.9 1.9 27.6 6.9
1958 1.0 27.7 2.0 55.6 0.6 16.7 3.6
1959 0.5 11.6 2.0 46.6 1.8 41.9 4.3
1960 0.4 10.8 . 2.9 78.4 0.4 10.8 3.7
1961 1 .1 15.2 5.6 77.8 0.5 6.9 7.2
1962 3.4 39.5 4.8 55.8 0.4 4.7 8.6
1963 0.0 50.0 0.2 100.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.2
1964 0.0 0.0 1 .6 100.0 0.0 0.0 1.6
1965 0.0 0.0 2.5 100.0 0.0 0.0 2.5
1966 0.0 0.0 1.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
1967 0.0 0.0 1.9 100.0 0.0 0.0 1.9
1968 0.0 0.0 0.9 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.9
1969 0.0 0.0 0.9 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.9
1970 0.0 0.0 0.4 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
1971 0.0 0.0 0.6 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
1972 0.0 0.0 0.1 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
---------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2: Blue~in tuna catches ~rom the North Sea (51 oN -62oN) by
countries in 1 000 tons during 1950- 1972 (according
to Blue~in Tuna Working Group Reports)

_._..,..----~.. - ..----_._._------

Year Norway Sweden Denmark Germany (Fed.Rep. o~) Total

1950 0.3 0.1 1.0 0.2 1.6
1951 2.6 0.2 1.2 0.2 4.2
1952 8.0 0.2 2.1 0.3 10.5
1953 6.1 0.0 0.8 0.3 7.2
1954 3.5 0.1 0.9 0.6 5.1
1955 7.2 0.1 1 .1 1.1 9.5
1956 2.8 0.0 0.4 0.6 3.8• 1957 3.7 0.0 0.6 1.3 5.6
1958 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 2.6
1959 2.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 3.8
1960 2.9 0.0 0.4 3.3
1961 4.6 0.0 0.2 0.3 5.1
1962 4.8 0.2 0.2 5.2
1963 0.2 0.0 O~O 1.0
1964 1.6 0.1 0.0 1.7
1965 2.5 0.0 0.0 2.5
1966 1.0 .0.0 0.0 1.0
1967 1.9 0.0 1.9
1968 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.9

e 1969 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.9
1970 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4
1971 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.6
1972 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1



The aim ofthis contribution is to describe the reason for
the:disappearanc~ ofthe' bluefin tuna from the Central North
Se~ and to attempt to assessthe major ecological implication
resulting fr'o~it. Since the bluefin tuna has to be considered
asan lmportant fish predator during its stay in the North
Sea, it is tried to calculate the total loss which North Sea fish
stocks likely may have suffered from 1951-1972 through the
bluefin tuna.

When discussing the bluefin tuna situation in the North Sea,
reference is made to the various reports of the Bluefin Tuna
Working Group o~ ICES (1,3-6) which was set up following a
recommendation cf the Scombriform Fish Committee of ICES ta
in 1961. The main task of this Working Group was and still
is to compile u~iformly all bluefin tuna.catch composition
data from the TCES area, in order toestablish the relationship
between the occurrences of th~ bluefin tuna in the different
areas of its distributionrangeand the timing of arrival of
the fish.

2.

In order to study the relationship of bluefin tuna occurrences
observed on the Norwegian coast and in the Central North Sea, 4t
the Bluefin Tuna Working Group compiled length composition data
of bluefin tuna catches made on the Norwegian west coast south

. of 62 0 N, on the Norwegian coast north of 63 0 N and on the
fishing grounds from the Central North Sea on a weekly basis.
Examples of such an analysis are given in. Fig. 1 and 2 for the
years 1961 and 1957.
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In 1961, the largest fish having a mode in their weight
distribution curves at around 220 kg arrived in week 29 on

• the north Norwegian coast. During the next three weeks more than
7 000 fish were caught. During the 33rd to 35th week the
catch decreased steadily, and when the tuna fishery terminated
on the north Norwegian coast, bluefin tuna of the same size
composition began to appear in the fishing localities in the
Central North Sea. It may be noted that there are about 4 weeks
between the first sign of emigration of tuna from the north
Norwegian coast and' the occurrence of tuna in the Central North
Sea, and a similar period between the peaks of fishing
season for the two areas. On the other hand, no evidence is
given that the tuna occurring on the Norwegian coast south
of 62 0 N are continuing their migration to the Central North
Sea. In all the years under observation they remained in their
typical size composition there until the end of their fishing
season" , which normally terminated in the weeks 41-43. During
1957 the largest fish were caught only for 3 weeks on the
north Norwegian coast and arrived already 3 weeks earlier in
the CentralNorth Sea (Fig. 2). But again there was a time
lag of 4 weeks between the peaks of the fishing season.

In Fig. 3 the assumed migration routes of bluefin tuna during

their stay in the northeast Atlantic in the years 1956-1962 were
drawn. The unbroken line describes the migration route of a

4t 12-14 years' old tuna, the broken line of a medium old fish
and the dotted line of the smallest fish, which have entered
in these years together with the medium old fish occasionally
also the Kattegat. The figures in the drawing indicate the
position of the German fishing grounds in the Central North Sea.

During the period under observation from 1956-1962 it was
typical that the Norwegian catches consisted of several runs
of tuna with distinct differences in their age composition
(Fig. 4). Several of the age groups can be followed as modes



Fig.
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in the length frequency dist~ibution curves over several years_.
The.last·two rich year classes·observed on the Norwegian coast

. . -, ". .
were 'those of 1950 and 1952, occurring on .the No'rwegiari- 'coast :

. " "

for the first' time. in~ 956 resp.·. 1958.' '.- -, .. " '-' '_.'. .... '.
" ..-. " ..,-\

- .
'.' ,

Looking to Fig. 4, it ·become·s obvious·thatthe·bluefin',tuna'
fishery. :1.n·,the· Central·Nort~.Sea ter'minate'{ ex'a~tly th~n in
1963, wherJ. only 1 run instead of 2,3 or even 'more runs'· of .. '
iiifferen~··oid.f:tsh~ 'as' obs'e~~~d'in th'e for~er years, arr'ived'

. . . . .-..,. "

on the Norwegia~ coast. 1963 wasnot.only the end' of the
fishery. in the Central North Se~,but practically also:,t~e end
of the north Norwegian tuna fishery. It seems,'as if·the
migrationcoverage of the bluefin' tu~a in the northeast'Atlantic
i8 related tothe· size'c~mposition of the fiah. If'only one .
distinct group of fish arrives"on the west Norwegian coast, it
continues to stay there south cf 62 0 N 'untilthe' end ~f the
fish~ng.s.e~s~~. There. is. reas'on to )elieve.that it needs' ,at
least two.runsof tuna of different age to keep the migration

. . . ,'. ..' . . ....

go round of.the·oldest fish moving.; ·During·theyears· from
1963-1972 few of the fish arr'iv.ing on'the west Norwegian coast
went also to the' Kattegat, as catches of Danish"fishe'rmen'
indicate.

It is the. l~ck of recruit year classes to~the northeast
Atlantic tuna.fishery which caUsed the absence of bluefintuna
i~ the·,central North See. after 1962. It is believed that the
last incoming,recruitye,ar: class 1952, which' occurred for .the
first time' in '1958 on the Norwegian west coast, determined .the
bluefin t~na cat~hes over_m~ny' yea~s from 1965 to- 1971. The
size compo~ition of the.west Norwegian catches-changed. tIien
relatively little, as the'fish had more or less reached its
ultimate length. That'fish do indeed. follow the same migration
pattern over many years shows, also the recapture 'of a fish '
in 1970 which had been' taggedin' 1962 on the'west Norwegian coast.
(Table 3).. .

It is also obvious from 'wbat· has b'een' stated that the discontinu
ation' cif .the .blu~fin .tun~.::rishe;y in the 'centr~i North' Sea is not
caused by' overfishing the: s'tock 'i~th'e North Sea' i tself.
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Table 3: Releases of bluefin tuna in coastal waters of west Norway, and returns by years and area(1)

Coast of Norvlay/North Sea Coast of Spain
Releases Years at large Years at large Grand

Year No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Total

1957 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1958 20 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5

1959 41 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10

1960 64 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6

1961 81 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 9

1962 13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Total 242 9 9 3 1 0 1 1 1 1 26 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 32
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3. Prey-fish consumption of bluefin tuna during their stay

in the North Sea

In the following it shall be attempted to calculate the prey-fish
consumption of bluefin tuna during their stay in the North Sea
during the years 1951-1972. In order to do this, certain
assumptions and considerations have to be made.

Prey-fish consumption shall be calculated for the tuna population
during its stay in the entire northeast Atlantic, and not for the
North Sea only. Looking to Table 1, it can be concluded that in
most of the years most of the catches were taken in ICES
statistical areas IV a and IV b, i.e. in the North Sea. Only in
1954 54.0 %were taken in area 11 a, in 1962 39.5 %, in 1951
38,2 %. In all other years less than 30 % of the total catch was ..
taken in area 11 a. But even then it has to be considered that
the stock of tuna fished upon in area 11 a stood there only
3 to 6 weeks and proceeded from there to the Central North Sea.
This means that much of the preying of these old tuna was done in
the aree. covered by the North Sea.

Because of the absence of any better suitable parameter to
estimate the size of the total population of bluefin tuna, which
was present in the northeast Atlantic waters, catch was used as
abundance index. Total population size of the tuna present was
estimated under the assumption of a fishing mortality of 10 %.
A certain justification for doing this can be conclueded from
Table 3 on the releases of bluefin tuna in coastal waters of west4t
Norway and returns by years and area. According to these data
forwarded by Harnre to the Bluefin Tuna Working Group (5), some
7.4 %of bluefin tuna tagged in coastal waters of west Norway
were recaught roughly within one year on an average of a 6 years'
period. The total return rate over aperiod of 8 years after
tagging accumulated to 10.7%. The total population size is expressed
in number of fish weighing on an average 200 kg each for the
period 1951-1962 and weighing 300 kg each for the period of
1963-1972. It was calculated by multiplying the catch figures with~

- -- ~-------------------
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Alternative calculations were made on the basis of a fishing

mortality of 20 %and of 33.3 %in Table 6. Then the feed fish
requirement for bluefin tuna of various sizes during their
stay in the North Sea had to be estimated. Bluefin tuna' sizes
of 100 kg, 200 kg and 300 kg were selected. Tiews (12) has
shown that the mean condition factor K for bluefin tuna,
caught by German fishermen from 1954-1961, has increased during
their stay. in the Central North Sea by 0.11 (Table 4).

The necessary examination of the question, whether a correlation
exists between the K factor and the length of the bluefin
tuna, could be denied for the length groups in question
(Fig. 5). The variation of the K factor for the bluefin tuna
caught in the Central North Sea by German fishermen is shown in
Fig. 6. In some years two moded distribution curves were

obtained, indicating the immigration of very light tuna which
might just have crossed the Atlantic Ocean prior to their
arrival in the North Sea as described by Tiews (12).

Hamre in his contributions to the Bluefin Tuna Working Group
Reports demonstrates increases of K during the stay of bluefin
tuna on the west Norwegian coast up to 0.3. In Table 5 the
weight gain through the improvement of the condition factor
has been calculated for the 3 size groups of tuna selected,
assuming 3 different condition factor increases, i.e., 0.1,
0.2 and 0.3. Another weight gain of the bluefin tuna can be
expected from its potential annual growth during its roughly
100 days' stay in the northeast Atlantic. This weight gain has

been calculated on the basis of 1/3 of the annual growth.
The SUffi of these two weight gains gives the total weight gain,

as indicated ~n Table 5.



Table 4: Mean condition factor K for bluefintuna caught by German fishermen in the
Central North Sea (12).

-

Month

August

Sept.

Oct.

1954

1.69

1.65

1.72

1955 1956 1957 1958

1.81 1.78 1.74 1.82

1.74 1.91 1.77 1.84

1.89 1.96 1.84 1.88

·e

1959

1.81

1.93

1960

1.78

1.88

1.90

1961

~. 75

1.75

1.83

r
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"K"-factor
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Table 5: Est1mate of feed f1sh requ1rement of bluefin tuna of
var10us sizes under various assumptions during stay in
the North Sea

Bluefin tuna sizc
100 kg , 200 leg 300 leg

\'leight gain (1)
througJ. improvement of
condition factor by 0.1

0.2
0.3

6 kg
12 kg
18 kg

12 kg
24 kg
36 kg

18 kß
36 kg
54 kg

1'1eight gain (2)
through potential growth
at a rate of 1/30f
annual groY'rth 8 kg 10 kg 11 kg

Total weight gain
(1 + 2) for K increase
by o. 1 1 4 kg . . 22 kg 29 kg. •

- 0.2 20 kg 34 kg 47 kg_____________________Q~2 ~§_~g ~~§_~g §~_~g _

Feed fish requirement
to produce total weight
gain, based on K increase
of 0,1 , using feed con-
version rates of . 3 42 kg 66 kg 87 kg

684 kg 132 kg 174 kg
9 126 kg 198 kg 261 kg____________________!~_~ 1§§_~ß ~§~_~g 2~§_~g _

Feed fish requirement to
produce total weight gain,
based on K increase of 0.2,
using feed conversion
rates of 3 60 kg 102 kg 141 kg

6 120 kg 204 kg 282 kg
9 180 kg 306 kg 423 kg____________________1~ ~~Q_~g ~Q§_~g 2§~_~g _

fish requirement per 100
calculated on the basis
daily feed ~ntake at a rate

Feed fish requirement to
produce total weight gain,
based on K increase of 0.3,
using feed conversion
rates of 3

6
9

12

Feed
days
of a
of

3 % of body weight
6,% of body weight

78 kg
156 kg
234'kg
712 kg

300 kg
600 kg

138 kg
276 kg
414 kg
552 kg

600 kg
1 200 kg .

195 kg
390 kg
585 kg
780 kg

900 l{g
1 800 kg
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Bahr (2) investigating bluefin tuna from the Central North
Sea reports for giant tuna an average increase~ of 70 'kg during

their,2 1/2 m'onths i stay there. LUhmann' (8)estimat,ed 'the

total weight increase during the stay of tuna in the'Central '
North 'Sea ,to be between 25',and 39 kg"for ,the ag'e"groups' VIII~ "

'XIV'. These' EItimates failwi thin -th~ range"of' esti~ates giyen
~ . . '

in Table 5. ','

. As a next step the feed fishrequirement to produce the total

weight gain based onvarious assumptionsof Kincrease and of
, , ,

feed convers.ion rates, i.e. 3, 6; 9 and'12, was ca.lc:ulated

(Table 5).' The best estimates of feed conversion rates"are

known from commercialized fish feeding, s~ch as ~f t;6uts

and oarps~ A feed conversion rat~,of'3, oalctllated'on fresh

fish consUmption', corresponds"roughlyto a pellet 'fe~d
conversion'of 1 i~ trout'feeding, wh1ch 1.s th~'b~st conversion

rate sO'far obtained:in'systematic fe~di~g expe~imEmts,with
", -.' ", " .... .' : ,',. '\'" . '" .

trouts carried out at the Institut für 'Küsten- und Binnen..;
fischerei' init8 ~rogra.rri ~to::develop 'optim'a:i feeds fbr' trout

" , ' farmi~g (7) ~'A' feed conver~i~n r'at'e' 'of 6' correspond~ , ,

respectively to a pellet fee'd c'~nvers'ion of 2 'in trout farming,
whichis' a,reasonabie conversion 'rate' and achieved with most

ofthe fish feeds in commerciai use. In eel fee'ding ~xp~riments
of th~ Institut für Küsten..; und Binnenfischerei,'fresh fish

conversion rates' of 9~12 have been achieved andfound to be

reasonable'. A conversion rate of 9', recalctilatedfr~m, pell~t '

feedconsumption, ' h~s<been found in ,carp 'feeding expe~iment's
of the same institute., ,- '

Fin'ally; in a different 'approach' thefe,ed. ~iSh requirement,
per 100 days ,was calculated,on a basis of a daily feed intake

at different rates of body' weight using 3'%and 6 %. A da,ily
feed intake at a'rate of,3,% of body weight is much less than'

'normally found in intensive trout farming. Here'a feed intake
at ,a rate of 5 % of body weight, ' calculated on' f'resh :fish'

basis, is close to normal, but, even 'one of,,9 %,af body weight

might pe practiced at. 'optimal temperatures , oxygen and water

condition.
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It is not possible to decide, 'whichassumption on the rate of
daily feed intake is appropriate. Quantitative data on the
stomach content of bluefintuna, but also on other tuna
species are nearly not existing in literature. The author
has found so far only one qua:ntitative information on the'
feeding volume of skipjack by Waidron (13) who is citing
Hotta and Ogawa (1955).The authors give the amount 'of food
consumed in terms of grams o~ food per ~g of body weight.
The greatest weight of, anyone organism ,was 81.5 g per kg
body weight, with other values ranging down to a few 1/10
of a gram or to,O. Intervie~s with German tuna fishermen have
shown that surprisingly and normally stomachs of bluefin tuna
were only slightly filled.with rather deromposed prey-fish
specimen. Only few fishermen stated that inopened stomachs at.' , '

most 6-10 kg of fodder fish,were recollected, which h~d

been thrown overboard;for chu~ming the fish during the,
catching procedure. This would correspond tb amaximum feed
intake of 4 %, co~sidering an average weight of 250 kg at the
end of the German fishing period. Such observations are, feIt
however, not to be very conclusive for the normal feeding
behaviour of the rest of the population. In this hook and
line fishery the tuna werekept together by the angling fleet
some times over many days. It seems, as if,these tuna were
trained to prey at the angling fleet.It was rather normal
that 80 angling cutters, each feeding 20-:-40 baskets of
prey~fish per day, kept a large school of bluefin tuna
together over periods extending to 10 and even more days.

In Table 6 the feed fish consumption,by bluefin tuna under
various assumptions during their stay in the North Sea,
respectively in the northeast Atlantic, has been estimated.

When looking to the various estimates, the author is inclined
to believe that the following 2 estimates come closest to
reality: Estimate No. 1 was made under the assumption of a
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total fish population size, based on a fishing mortality
of 10,&, .of a. K ·increase = 0.3 and a feed 'conversion rate
= 9; .estimate No. 2. of a. total fish population size'based'
on a 'fishing niortality .of '10' % arid of :a' dliily feed 1ntake'. for
100 days at'a r~te of :3 .%. Öf'b~dy weight. So dur:lng the
period fram 1951-1972 the greatest feed'fish'consumpt10n of

'. bluefin t~tla was' achiev~d irt '1952and was' b~tween some 300 000
.tons and 425 .000 meirie ·to~s: (Table 6 )'•. M~st of thes'e prey~fish
will~ha~e be~n 'taken i~ .IOES'statisticai area,IV .a~.where .some

.', 56.8 %of ~he preying took place.·

. In the Central· North ~ea' i t '\ti.as. the exper:tence of. the' German
hook and lin'e fishermenthat mackerel iso the favourate bait. " . .

fish, followedby.herring, but also othertypes of fish such
'. aswhiting and' haddbck were .. used'for' ~hUmri1ing.· ,

Hamre in a personal communicati'on reported totheauthor that
. in his 'oppinion the tuna se~ms' tO'feed on wh~t is available of
foodspecies in the area concerned. In area II a he found that
the t~a food 60nsisted t~ 'at least 90% of Atlantoscandian
herri~g. Occasionally squid and cod-fishes 'w~re found.in their
st~machs, but never ma~kerei.·Also in the.niost important fishing .
area o~the·\t.est·coast( the 'area west of Bergen)' mackerel
constituted a ~inor.part of the stomach content. There the tuna'

. feed mostiy ,on herring (O-gro~p) and'the small sand eel, the latter
was dominant in the early 60-5 .·However, in ·the area· south
ofBergen mackerel hasbeen'more frequently found in tunas"
than' from catches t~ken iurther north. But.aiso herethe
tunas have toalarge exteht fed on other species.

The share of.mackerel onthe prey-fishconsumption of tuna
. may have been largest in the Central North Sea. Most of the

prey-fish taken by the bluefin t~na during its stay'inthe north
east Atlantic d~ring the.time of.its great abundance up to
1962. consisted very' likely of herring~ perhaps to morethan

. I

75'%. It is also likely that not'more than abount 25 %cf



~R1J.~rstimate of feed fish consumption by lJuefin ~na under various assumptions during stay in the North Sea
I

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Total landings in 1 000 tons 6.8 14.1 9.0 11.1 12.7 5.1 6.9 3.6 4.3 3.7 7.2 8.6 0.2 1.6 2.5 1.0, 1.9 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.1

2.0t33.03.08.3 3.3 6~35,3
-

0.7
71.0 45.0 55.5 63.5 25.5 34.5 18.0 21.5 18.5 36.0 43.034.0

Total number of blueffn tuna
landed calculated on the
basis of a standard weight
of 200 kg e4Cf. in 1 000 fish
of 300 kg each
Total population sfze in number
of fish of 200 k~~sp. 300 kg
each, cal culated ifile basis of a
fishing mortality of 10% in
1 000 fish 340.0 710.0 450.0 555.0 635.0 255.0 345.0 180.0 215.0 185.0 360.0 430.0 7.0 53.0 83.0 33.0 63.0,30.0 30.0 13.0 20.0 3.0

of 20% in 1 000 fish 170.0 355.0 225.0 277.5 317.5 127.5 172.5 90.0 107.5 92.5 180.0 215.0 3.5, 26.5 41.5' '16.5 31.5 15.0 15.0 6.5 10.0 1.5

of 33.3 %in 1 000 fish 113.3 237.0 150.0 185.0 212.0 85.0 115.0 60.0 71.8 61.7 120.0 143.0 2.3 17.7 27.7 11.0, 21.0 10.0 10.0 4.3 6.7 1.0
---------~-------~----~---------------------------.--------------.----.-_._--.--~---.-.-.-------------------._----~-------------.-- ..----~-~~---------------~---~------------~--
Feed fish consumption of total
fish population calculated on the
basis of a fishing mortality of 10%
and of a K-increase of 0.2 and a
feed conversion rate of 6 in
1 000 tons 69.5 145.0 93.5' 113.0 129.0 52.0 70.5 36.8 43.9 37.8 74~5 87,5 2,0 15.3 23.4' 9.4 17.9 8.5 8.5 3.7 5.6 0.8

••• and a K-increase of 0.3and a
feed conversion rate of 9 in
1 Gm tons 140.0 294.0 186.0 229.0' 262.0 105.0 143.0 74.5 89.0, 76,5" 149.0 17tO 4.1 31.0 48.5 19.3 36.8 '17.5 17.5 7.6 11.7 1.7'
-.---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------~-.----.--~-------------.-------- -------------------_ .._---.-----------.---.--------------------------------
Feed fish consumption of total fish
population calculated on the basis
of a fishing mortality of 20% and
of a K~increase of 0.2 and a feed
conversion rate of 6 in
1 000 tons 34.7 72.5 46.7 56.5 64.5 26.0 35.2 18.4 21.9 18.9 37.2 43.7 1.0 7.6 11.7 4.7 8.9 4.2 4.2 1.8 2.8 O.lt

•••• and of a K-increase of 0.3 and
a feed conversion rate of 9
in 1 000 tons 70.0 147.0 93.0 114.5 131.0 52.5 71.5 37.2 44.5 38.2 74.5 88.5 2.0 1.5 24.2 9.6 18.4 8.7 '8.7 3.8 5.8 0.8
------~---~-.~--~_.~-~----~~~----------~-_.~---~~-----~---------~---~--.-----.-~-------.---~-----~-,--~-----------------~.-----------.~--------------.------------------ -----------

I
I\)

o
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19511952 . 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 19631964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 •

Feed fish eonsumption of total fish
population ealeulated onthe basis
of a fishing mortality of 10% and on
the basis of a daily feed intake
for 100 days of a rate of
3 %of body weight in 1 000 tons 208.0 425.0 270.0 332.0 380.0 153.0 207.0 108.0 128.0 111.0 216.0 258.0 6.3 47.6 74~6 29.7 56.5 27.0 21.0 11.1 18.0 2.7

6 %of bod~eight in 1 000 tons 416.0 850.0 540.0 664.0 160.0 306.0 414.0 216.0 256.0 222.0 432.0 516.0 12.6 95.2149.2 59.4 113.0 54.0 54.0 23.4 36.0 5.4_____________ • • -~ • • __---- • __ • • • __~- ~ -_·_. •• ·_._.~ .~_.__-._•• • __~--_-- A __.-~ ~~ ••__

Feed fish eonsumption of total fish
population ealeulated on the basis
of a fishing rnortality of 20% and
on the basis of a da41y feed intake
for 100 days at a rate of
3 %of body weight in 1 000 tons

6 %of body wei ght in 1 000 tons

104.0 212.5 135.0 '166.0 190.0 76..,· 103.554.0 55.5 'SlO -10$.0 1JS.O 3.123.8 37.3 14.8 28.2.13.5 13.5. 5~8 9.0 1.3

208.0 425.0 270.0 332.0 380.0153.0 207.0 108~0 111.0 'f1I~.O l1i~.O 258.0 6.3 47.6 74.6' 29.7 56.5 no 27.0 11.7 18.02.7

I
l\)
-"

I .

...
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total food consumption can ha,:e ,consisted of mackereI, since
only apart (some 40-50 %) of the tuna population migrated into
the Central North Sea, and since.this part fed in this area
for about half the season only. After 1962 the percentage
of mackerel may have been even.considerably lower due to the
disappearance of the tuna stock from theCentral North Sea.

4. Summary

This paper describesthe development of the bluefin tuna
fishery in the northeast Atlantic in ICES statistical areas.
11 a, 111 a, IV a and IV b fram 1951-1972. The relationship
between the bluefin tuna occurrences on the Norwegian coast
and in the Ce.ntral North Sea is demonstrated by comparing the
size composition of the tuna in three different areas on a weekly
basis. From these oata the migration route of the bluefin tuna
during their'stay in this area is deduced. The absence of
bluefin tuna in the Central North Sea since 1963 is related
to the lack of recruit year classes on the Norwegian fishing
grounds off the Norwegian coast, which resulted in that
since 1963 substantially only.one single year class, i.e.
the year class 1952, was represented on the west Norwegian
coast and remained there throughout the fishing season.

In the period prior to 1963 there were always at least two
groups of fish of different age, from which the older one 4t
migrated after a few weeks' stayon the north Norwegian coast
into the Central North Sea. The disappearance of bluefin tuna
in the Central North Seaisbecause of these circumstances
and not because of overfishing on the fishing grounds.

The feed fish consumptionby bluefin tuna during their stay
in the North Sea has been calculated under various assumptions.
It is believed that the prey-fish consumption by bluefin tuna
might have been between the following two estimates: Estimate
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'number' 1 was based on the 'assumpti'on of a iDtal fish

population calculated :on·the basis ofa fishing mortality of
, 10 ~ 'and, of a' K i:r~crease of O~ 3 ,and a' feed conversion rate

'of, 9. Estimate number 2w'as also made u~der, the,' assumption of
a total'fish population calcuiated on ~he basis of a'fishing

. mortality'of10~, but then on the basi~ of ~ ,diilffeed

i~take for 100 da~s ata.'r~t~ 6f 3%:~i body weight. Feed
,. 'fish consumpti~n was ,greatest, in 1952 and l:l.kelY between

300 000 tons and 425 000 metric tons '. Up to 1962 more than,
75 % of the food fish consumption were likely he~ring and less

, ' than 25 %mackereI,. ,After '1962 ,'the' percentage, cf .macker~l may
e ' 'have be en e'ven much lower ~
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